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Steering Committee  

July 15, 2015 

CRFPD Headquarters 

 

Steering Committee Attendees: Joe Enzer, Michael Kennedy, Leslie Lamont, Mark Chain, Chuck Torinus, 

Tom Flynn, Hank van Berlo, Laura Van Dyne, Michael Hassig, Ray Sauvey, and Joanne Teeple.   

 

Absent:  Carl Smith, HP Hansen, Jason Sewell 

 

Others present:  Kat Bernat, January Jones (KDNK), John Colson (Sopris Sun), Pat Curry (Footsteps 

Marketing) and Chris Cares (RRC) 

 

Minutes: 

Lamont called the meeting to order at 6:05pm; there were no comments regarding the minutes from 

the 6/12/2015 Steering Committee meeting.  

Since there was no one from the public present for comments, Lamont started the meeting stating that 

the meeting may run late due to presentations and long agenda.  Lamont then introduced Chris Cares 

w/RRC.  

Survey Review/RRC:  Cares stated that he will utilize a slide presentation to present findings and explore 

certain topics in more detail, give info back that can be plugged into the Master plan and stated that the 

survey is not a political survey or referendum it is a tool.   

Cares stated that 3277 surveys were mailed with an option to also do the survey online.  547 surveys 

were returned which was approximately 17% and this return (the invitation sample) was large enough 

for statistical purposes and is considered statistically valid.  There was also an open link for anyone who 

chose to participate that was tallied separate from the invitation survey.  The open link received 72 

responses.  

Cares was consistently interrupted and questioned by a steering committee member in regards to the 

data content, the weighting process and the overall validity of the survey with regards to weighting.  

Cares stated that the survey was tabulated using acceptable practices set forth by the industry.  The 

Steering Committee member asked Cares if the manipulation of data would affect the numbers, Cares 

stated “no” it would not affect numbers and again stated that the weighting process was an acceptable 

practice.   

Summary of some of Chris Cares major points: 

        The open-ended comments were meant to help customize the survey for Carbondale 

         A major finding was that a surprising number of survey respondents did not have an 

opinion on certain questions. For example, 26% were unsure or didn’t know whether the 

fire department did a good job or not. This indicates that the department must continue 

to provide outreach to people 

        Cares was asked why he seemed to pay a lot of attention to demographics. His 

response was that in certain circumstances, this identifies to whom or which category of 

citizens the department must continue to make efforts to reach 
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        Only 1% of survey respondents get information on the department from the website 

         up to 40% of longer-term residents and wealthier residents don’t necessarily want to pay 

more to “enhance” their service 

         Younger residents or residents who have lived in the district for only a few years were 

also not certain they are willing to pay more taxes to “enhance” services 

        Cares in almost all instances tries to separate the “open link” from the statistically valid 

mail survey 

         From Cares recollection, it appeared that the open link survey tended to have some of 

the more positive comments 

Cares will be providing the following: 

         a new print out of PowerPoint slides, including the additional slides that he included in 

the presentation at the meeting 

         a list of extensive tables regarding the questions 

         put together a slide specifically on the survey response related to rating of “EMS 

services” 

         put together a new compilation of the “open ended comments” so that they are better 

organized and it is easier to find them according to general categories 

After discussion and general comments regarding the survey Lamont introduced Pat Curry with 

FootSteps Marketing.  Curry brought up the Carbondale and Rural Fire Protection District’s 

website on the projector and stated that the website has been revamped and will now be an 

effective communication tool, not a brochure.  Curry reviewed the new and some relocated 

points while navigating the website describing different sections and their usefulness and stated 

that websites have grown to be an effective digital media tool for communicating to the public, 

with Google recognition being a key factor in getting traffic to the website.  Curry stated that the 

team (referring to Jenny Cutright and the staff) now have full control of the website content 

along with all of the marketing tools that is used by FootSteps marketing and that Jenny has 

been doing a great job at keeping the website, Facebook and Twitter accounts updated with 

current content.   

 

Questions from the Steering Committee: 

 What does digital media include?  A:  Website, social media (Facebook, twitter, etc.) and 

email marketing.  

 Webcrawler Capable?  A:  No 

 Has there been increased usage?  A:  Yes, over 1000 visits so far (from 6/23 to 7/15) 

visitors from all over. 

 Other search engines utilized besides Google?  A:  No, 85-90% of traffic use Google.   

 

A review of tools that can be used to track data was initiated by Curry and a graph was used to 

track visitors.  Curry stated that direct links from the webpage to FaceBook was still being 

worked on.  It was stated by a Steering Committee member that only 1% of survey responses 
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used the website to get info, Curry stated that email marketing may help and that getting the 

word out about the website will increase traffic.   

 

Lamont thanked both Pat Curry and Chris Cares for their time and asked the Steering 

Committee if they would be available for a meeting on 7/22 since this meeting had gone over 

the 2 hour time frame.  All agreed with one member requesting that future meetings start at 

6:30pm as they were having a hard time getting to the meetings at 6:00pm.  It was agreed that 

the 7/22 meeting would start at 6:30pm.   

Meeting adjourned:  8:45pm 

  

  


